Smoke Outlook for 8/01 - 8/02
Crater Lake Area Timber Crater 6 and Timber Crater 10
Fires
Issued at: 2018-08-01 13:31 UTC
Outlook for Crater Lake Area

Daily AQI Forecast for Aug 01, 2018

Special Statement
Numerous fires are contributing to poor air quality in the area.
Avoid exposure when possible by limiting outdoor activities.
Consider relocating to cleaner air if possible.
Fire
Fire activity on the Timber Crater Fires should be minimal in
thanks to ongoing fire fighting efforts. Potential new starts and
other fires in the area are anticipated to burn actively. If wind
speeds increase, significant fire growth is probable.
Smoke
The Timber Crater Fires will continue to produce minimal
smoke for the next few days. Numerous fires in the area
continue to burn and contribute to widespread smoky
conditions over the larger geographic area for the foreseeable
future. There is a chance that conditions may improve on
Thursday with the possibility of a wind shift, due to a passing
cold front.
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Moderate to unhealthy conditions anticipated today with worst conditions in
the afternoon.
Unhealthy air quality expected throughout the day. Very unhealthy to
hazardous conditions may occur in the afternoon and early evening.
Unhealthy conditions likely to persist, with very unhealthy conditions in the
morning. Best air quality during afternoon and early evening.
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Air Quality Index (AQI)

Actions to Protect Yourself

Good

None

Moderate

Unusually sensitive individuals should consider limiting prolonged or heavy exertion.

USG

People within Sensitive Groups * should reduce prolonged or heavy outdoor exertion.

Unhealthy

People within Sensitive Groups * should avoid all physical outdoor activity.

Very Unhealthy

Everyone should avoid prolonged or heavy exertion.

Hazardous

Everyone should avoid any outdoor activity.

Disclaimer: Forecasts may be wrong; use at own risk. Use caution as conditions can change quickly. See your health professional as needed. Smoke sensitive
groups should take appropriate precautions.
Additional Links
Oregon Smoke Blog -- http://oregonsmoke.blogspot.com/

AirNow - Current conditions -- https://www.airnow.gov/

EPA - Air Cleaners -- https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/air-cleaners-and-air-filters-home

--

Issued by USFS Wildland Fire Air Quality Response Program -- www.wildlandfiresmoke.net
Crater Lake Area Updates -- tools.airfire.org/outlooks/CraterLakeArea
*Smoke and Health Info -- www.airnow.gov/index.cfm?action=smoke.index

